
 

 

 

PORNICHET - 10 January 

Race 1 

1. IPOP BERE - Safely-accounted for on debut. Major progress required. 

2. ILOT SECRET - 7L eighth over 1900m at Deauville first time out. Outside place claims.  

3. TACARES - Well-held when beaten 18L at Angers on debut. Best watched.  

4. THE LAUREATE - Progressed with every start. 1L runner-up in a 1700m maiden here latest. Key contender upped 

in trip. 

5. ANDRAVIDA - Safely-held on both career starts thus far. Others preferred.  

6. GEORGINAS KITTEN - Good 2L fourth over 1700m here two starts back. Interesting returning from a break. 

7. LAST CHANCE - Promise on both starts including when 6L fourth in a 1700m maiden at this track latest. Player.  

8. SUPER BELLE - Shaped with promise on return when beaten 6L into ninth over 1900m in a maiden at Chantilly. 

Interesting.  

9. FLAWLESS LADY - Beaten 5L when midfield in a Chantilly maiden latest. Considered upped in trip.  

10. NOUVELLE VIE - Promising debut when running a 3L seventh in a 1900m maiden at Deauville. Leading player. 

11. CITY ROCK - Third beaten 4L over 1700m here second time out. Respected. 

12. EASTER DREAM - First race starter by Sri Putra. Best watched. 

13. ISEULT - Three-year-old filly by Dandy Man. Market check required. 

14. EVERYTHING I DO - Unraced filly by Kendargent. Best watched unless market states otherwise.  

15. A STAM IS BORN - First race starter by Air Chief Marshal. Best watched. 

Summary 

LAST CHANCE (7) indicated promise on both attempts including when 6L fourth in a 1700m maiden at this track. With 

further progress likely a bold bid is expected. THE LAUREATE (4) is progressing with every start. Finished 1L runner-

up in a 1700m maiden herelast start. Key contender upped in trip. NOUVELLE VIE (10) produced a promising debut 

running 3L seventh in a 1900m maiden at Deauville. Respect. FLAWLESS LADY (9) and CITY ROCK (11) are 

considered. 

Selections 

LAST CHANCE (7) - THE LAUREATE (4) - NOUVELLE VIE (10) - FLAWLESS LADY (9) - CITY ROCK (11)  



Race 2 

1. REBEL D'ANS - Bunched finish when beaten 3L into 11th over 2500m in a handicap at Deauville. Place claims.  

2. GREAT TONIO - 1L runner-up over 2100m in a handicap here two starts back. Considered. 

3. SINGING SHERIFF - Fair form in the UK. 2L second over course and distance latest. Leading player. 

4. LADY LIZZY - 2L winner over 2500m at Nort-Sur-Erdre. Respected following a spell.  

5. ALEXANDER - Excuses latest. 3L third over track and trip prior to that. Interesting if bouncing back.  

6. TETE RAIDE - 3L fourth in a 2500m handicap at Deauville two back. Each way. 

7. MANU CHOP - Inconsistent sort. Outside place claims at best.  

8. KASAMAN - Ran to a fair level in the UK and showed promise when a 4L sixth in a 2500m C2 at Deauville last start. 

Respected. 

9. NEW BARELIERE - 2L fifth in a 2000m C4 event at Pau latest. Solid form prior to that and can't be ruled out. 

10. BREIZHIXCESSE - Daughter of Very Nice Name making her debut. Best watched. 

11. YOUCA - Well-held in all four career runs thus far. Look elsewhere.  

12. LA WOOD - Unraced mare by first season sire Anodin. Interesting and market check required. 

13. BELLE SHAKKIRA - Well-held here latest. Others preferred. 

14. DOLMATOVA - Safely-accounted for on recent form. Best watched. 

Summary 

SINGING SHERIFF (3) displayed fair form in the UK. Produced a 2L second at course and distance in latest. Leading 

player. LADY LIZZY (4) was a 2L winner over 2500m at Nort-Sur-Erdre and is respected following a break. NEW 

BARELIERE (9) produced a 2L fifth in a 2000m C4 event at Pau. With solid form prior can't be ruled out. KASAMAN (8) 

showed promise when 4L sixth in a 2500m C2 at Deauville last start. Respect. 

Selections 

SINGING SHERIFF (3) - LADY LIZZY (4) - NEW BARELIERE (9) - KASAMAN (8)  



Race 3 

1. RUBEUS - 2L runner-up over course and distance in a handicap last start. Leading player. 

2. VIGO - Sixth beaten 13L over track and trip latest. Progress required. 

3. KARAKORUM - Below par latest but considered on his 2L third over this trip at Toulouse prior to that.  

4. UM ELNADIM - Tailed-off last start. 1L third over 2000m at Durtal prior to that. Include. 

5. QUEEN OF SABBATH - Well-held in three career starts thus far. Best watched. 

6. ASIAN QUEEN - Beaten 4L into sixth over 2100m here last start and can't be ruled out upped in trip. 

7. ADORATA - Recent form requires progress but place claims on best figures. 

8. AMARIGOOD - Well-held in all four career runs to date. Look elsewhere. 

9. CAPRICE SUPREME - Safely-accounted for on latest outings.  

Summary 

RUBEUS (1) finished 2L runner-up at course and distance in a handicap last start. Rates a leading player among this 

company. KARAKORUM (3) was below par in latest but can't be ruled out after a 2L third tackling this trip at Toulouse 

prior. ASIAN QUEEN (6) finished 4L sixth over 2100m here last start. Interesting upped in trip. UM ELNADIM (4) holds 

claims if bouncing back from a poor effort. 

Selections 

RUBEUS (1) - KARAKORUM (3) - ASIAN QUEEN (6) - UM ELNADIM (4)  



Race 4 

1. LA CATELLA - Below par latest. 6L fourth in a 1500m handicap at Marseille Vivaux prior. Each way. 

2. EPERGNE - 1L third over course and distance latest. Respected.  

3. ALMOST LIGHT - Narrow runner-up over track and trip in a handicap last time out. Leading player.  

4. PRINCESSE ILIA - 6L sixth in a course and journey maiden last start. Each way contender.  

5. LOVELY DOLLY - Just denied when second over 1800m at Lyon La Soie recently. Respected. 

6. FIGHTING DON - 9L sixth in a C3 contest over 1800m at Lyon La Soie latest. More needed. 

7. MERIMIX - 4L ninth in a 1900m handicap at Deauville last start. Interesting dropped in trip.  

8. CALINE - Returned from a break with a 4L fourth over course and distance in a maiden latest. Considered. 

9. SCHOOL OF LIFE - Well-held on recent form. Progress required. 

10. ZAYA DE LA PLATA - Safely-accounted for on latest outings. Others preferred.  

11. AUSTRALIAN VOICE - Well-held the last twice. Place claims on 5L third at Evreux three back.  

12. GANOUV - Needs progress following a 9L 12th at Deauville over 1500m latest.  

13. SASHEMY - Well-held on recent outings. Outside each way player on best figures. 

14. DAVID THE DIVA - Safely-accounted for on last three starts. Best watched. 

Summary 

ALMOST LIGHT (3) was a narrow runner-up over track and trip in a handicap last time out. Leading player. EPERGNE 

(2) produced a 1L third at course and distance in latest and with a step forward is respected. LOVELY DOLLY (5) was 

just denied when second over 1800m at Lyon La Soie. Bold bid looks likely. CALINE (8) returned from a break with a 

4L fourth here tackling the journey among maiden company. Can't be ruled out with that run under her belt. 

Selections 

ALMOST LIGHT (3) - EPERGNE (2) - LOVELY DOLLY (5) - CALINE (8)  



Race 5 

1. BERNARD D'ANS - Minor promise in three starts to date. Outside place claims.  

2. HALLOWED TIME - 2L runner-up over 1500m at Deauville on debut. Strong contender.  

3. FLYING DAVINA - Ninth beaten 4L in a 1300m maiden at Deauville latest. Place prospect upped in journey. 

4. INFLUENCE BERE - Safely-accounted for on her two career starts to date. Progress required. 

5. FAMOUS CHARLIE - 1L runner-up over 1900m at Deauville on debut. Top chance of going one better.  

6. SUCCESS STORY - 2L second in a course and distance maiden last start. Strong contender.  

7. VOUCH - Unraced filly by Bobby's Kitten. Market check required. 

8. JAVADO - Three-year-old gelding by Vadamos. Interesting profile and market can reveal more. 

9. HOORAYANUPSHERISES - Unraced filly by Elusive City. No surprise to see a forward showing.  

10. SABOOR - Daughter of Belardo having her first start. Not discounted entirely.  

Summary 

HALLOWED TIME (2) finished 2L runner-up over 1500m at Deauville on debut. Rates a strong contender now tackling 

this stiffer stamina test. FAMOUS CHARLIE (5) filled the same position first time out over 1900m at Deauville. Further 

progress is expected and a bold bid is on the cards. SUCCESS STORY (6) was 2L second over track and trip last start. 

Comes with  plenty of experience in this sphere and can't be ruled out. HOORAYANUPSHERISES (9) and SABOOR 

(10) require market checks on debut. 

Selections 

HALLOWED TIME (2) - FAMOUS CHARLIE (5) - SUCCESS STORY (6) - HOORAYANUPSHERISES (9) - SABOOR 

(10)  



Race 6 

1. UCEL - 2L success in a course and distance C3 handicap last start. Leading player. 

2. MINISTRABLE - 4L winner over track and journey recently. Strong contender.  

3. ZAAHIR - 6L 11th over track and trip in a handicap last time out. Each way player.  

4. MAGNETIQUE - 2L winner in a 1800m handicap at Le Croise-Laroch (heavy) last start. Considered. 

5. MISTER VANCOUVER - Narrow runner-up over 2400m here last start. Respected down in trip.  

6. KOUKIBOY - 4L second behind one of these over track and trip latest. Each way.  

7. GOOD TO TALK - 4L and 1L success over course and distance on his last two starts. Include.  

8. SHOWMETHEGIN - 2L winner over track and journey in a C4 handicap latest. Considered. 

9. FAN ZONE - 4L fourth over 2100m here in a C3 handicap last start. Place hope.  

Summary 

UCEL (1)found success by 2L in a course and distance C3 handicap last time out. Rates a leading player.  

MINISTRABLE (2) ran out a comfortable 4L winner over track and journey recently. Bold bid to follow up can be 

expected. MISTER VANCOUVER (5) finished a narrow runner-up over 2400m here last start and can't be ruled out with 

this drop in trip a positive. SHOWMETHEGIN (8) is respected. 

Selections 

UCEL (1) - MINISTRABLE (2) - MISTER VANCOUVER (5) - SHOWMETHEGIN (8)  



Race 7 

1. VENTABREN - Safely-accounted for on latest outings. Look elsewhere.  

2. NIGHT DEL RAIS - Recent form requires progress. Others preferred. 

3. PREMIER AVRIL - 4L fourth in a C4 handicap over 1600m at Pau last time out. Each way.  

4. TIPTOP - Recent efforts require improvement and her 1-22 win record is uninspiring.  

5. LIFKARITA - 7L ninth over 1800m in a C4 handicap at Lyon La Soie. Outside place hope.  

6. GEORGINELA - Runner-up on her last four starts the latest by 2L over track and trip. Leading player. 

7. LADY LANE - 6L eighth in a C3 handicap over 2100m at Chantilly latest. Each way.  

8. L'IDEALISTE - Poor recent form. Revival required.  

Summary 

GEORGINELA (6) finished runner-up past four starts including latest by 2L over track and trip. May prove tough to beat 

in what looks a good opportunity. PREMIER AVRIL (3) is consistent. Produced a 4L fourth in a C4 handicap over 1600m 

at Pau last time out. Respect. LADY LANE (7) was beaten 6L eighth in a C3 handicap over 2100m at Chantilly in latest 

and can't be ruled out in this easier looking event. LIFKARITA (5) is an each way player. 

Selections 

GEORGINELA (6) - PREMIER AVRIL (3) - LADY LANE (7) - LIFKARITA (5) 


